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METALS UPDATE 
April 16, 2014 
 
London Gold AM Fix $1,299.00, -$12.50 from prior AM Fix. LME Copper Stocks 242,350 tons -475 tons. 
Gold Stocks unchanged at 7.918 million ounces, Silver Stocks 177.767 million ounces +602,988  
 
Global equity markets were significantly higher during the overnight and early morning hours, supported by 
upbeat US corporate earnings and favorable Chinese GDP data. The Japanese Nikkei closed up 3%, boosted by 
a strong showing in US shares and ideas that their government pension fund could purchase more stock. China's 
Shanghai Composite was relatively flat overnight despite first-quarter GDP readings the came in slightly above 
expectations. Some traders indicated that the friendly economic readings on retail sales and GDP might have 
tamped down prospects for further stimulus. European shares were in rally mode, helped by friendly Chinese 
economic data, as well as positive showing in retail and mining-related shares. US equity markets were also on a 
higher track during the early morning hours, boosted by upbeat earnings from Yahoo and Intel. Another source of 
early support comes on expectations that this morning's March US housing starts data will show considerable 
improvement from the 907,000 annualized rate seen in February.  
 
 
GOLD 
 
Noted weakness in gold was seen in the face of slack US economic data and gains in the Dollar yesterday. While 
gold did see a slight bounce off reports of military action in the Ukraine, the gold trade wasn't exactly sparked into 
a buying mode because of increased geopolitical tensions. Therefore, one might come to the conclusion that gold 
is for the most part still tracking physical commodity fundamentals again. It is also possible that negative Chinese 
gold demand stories earlier this week and talk that gold might be involved in Chinese commodity loan schemes 
sparked a wave of long liquidation on Tuesday. However, some of the debate on the focus of gold was settled on 
Tuesday, as gold was under noted pressure in the face of a significant increase in anxiety toward the situation in 
the Ukraine and gold also seemed to fall in the wake of slack US regional manufacturing results. It is logical to 
assume that part of the significant losses in gold yesterday were the result of technical stop loss selling, especially 
after June Gold fell below a potentially critical even number price level of $1,300. Some players cited the 
anniversary of a historical washout in gold yesterday as a catalyst for the slide, but we think a combination of 
slack US data, weakness in equities and concerns that Russian actions might provide a further drag on the global 
recovery as additional reasons for the sharp slide drop in gold prices. The world's largest gold ETF saw their gold 
holdings increase by 0.60 tonnes on Tuesday, which is the first time that their holdings have risen for 2 straight 
sessions since March 21st-24th. Comex Gold Stocks were unchanged at 7.918 million ounces. In another 
supportive development an analyst overnight predicted significant tightening of gold supply into 2015 as reduced 
capital expenditures, deeper mining and reoccurring labor troubles in South Africa should restrict supply going 
forward. Apparently Chinese GDP figures were acceptable and Chinese Retail Sales were slightly positive but 
that doesn't seem to have resulted in a significant improvement in economic sentiment toward China. Pushed into 
the market, we would still prefer to buy June Gold on a dip to $1,289, which is a normal retracement of the 
December to present rally. We continue to think that the bull camp needs to see the Ukraine situation resolved 
peacefully and they also need to see a pattern of gains in equities to rekindle a sustained uptrend pattern. Initial 
support today is seen at $1,284.40 in June gold.  
 
 
SILVER  
 
Silver was pressured to the lowest price level since late January on Tuesday in the face of adverse Dollar action, 
spillover weakness in gold and also because of a "risk off" vibe being thrown off by the threat of a full-blown civil 
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war in the Ukraine. While positive Chinese numbers overnight have served to temper slowing fears off the 
Ukrainian situation, markets like silver need to get around the threat of global sanctions in order to avoid a quick 
return back down to the last 5 months consolidation lows. Silver is seeing some indirectly supportive stories 
flowing on the subject of improving Indian silver demand and the trade probably sees some support from news 
that silver derivative holdings increased yesterday by 53,925 ounces to stand at 537 million ounces. A full slate of 
US scheduled data later today could also serve to benefit the bull camp but only if housing starts and Industrial 
production show positive progression in the US economy. In a negative development, Fresnillo overnight 
confirmed they remain on track to produce 43 million ounces of silver this year. Comex Silver Stocks were 
177.767 million ounces up 602,988 ounces. Silver stocks have declined 15 of the last 20 days. On a return to the 
late January lows of $19.03, we would expect the net spec long in silver to become mostly liquidated again and 
we will once again suggest traders move into the long side of the silver market. However, over the short-term, we 
have to leave the edge with the bear camp, unless the trade can come away from an active US economic report 
schedule with more improvement in economic sentiment. Be bearish toward May Silver as long as the market 
remains below $19.65.  
 
 
PLATINUM  
 
With a huge range-down washout on Tuesday, the PGM complex has probably seen a wave of weak-handed 
longs forced from their positions. A combination of short-term overbought technicals, revived global demand fears 
and adverse currency market action temporarily gave the bear camp an edge. Comments from the South African 
Finance Minister that the strikes would not last and will be resolved soon, might have added to the liquidation 
pressure yesterday, but that potentially bearish development was countervailed by fresh claims from the unions, 
that the strike was necessary. In fact, the AMCU has reportedly asked for support from the government to sustain 
the strikes and that in turn might be seen as a sign that the strikes are hurting both sides of the debate. As in a 
number of other markets, positive Chinese Retail Sales figures overnight should help to countervail slowing 
threats flowing from the situation in the Ukraine. Overnight platinum derivative holdings increased by 22,304 
ounces, while palladium holdings jumped by a more significant 77,464 ounces! In the event the situation in the 
Ukraine calms down and the US economy shows growth later today, we could make a case for a significant 
range-up extension in both platinum and palladium. However, PGM need to see better economic conditions to 
countervail any signs of progress in strike talks ahead. Critical support is seen at $1,430 and then not until 
$1,424. Higher equities and positive US data needed to shift the trend back in favor of the bull camp.  
 
 
COPPER  
 
The copper market ranged down sharply on Tuesday in a quasi-technical and fundamental washout. In addition to 
increased concern toward slumping copper demand, in the face of slack US economic data and ongoing losses in 
equities yesterday, copper was also undermined by news of an increase in physical copper production from a key 
mining concern. Other issues that undermined copper were residual fears that the Ukrainian conflict might slow 
global copper demand. A huge range-down washout in copper was partly the result of slack US data, but it is also 
possible that some longs decided to exit rather than hold their positions into potentially critical Chinese data. 
However, Chinese data was generally taken as a positive sign that China is seeing progress in shifting its 
economic focus toward domestic consumption. With the copper market remaining net spec short in the last 
positioning report and given the sharp range-down extension on Tuesday, we have to think that the copper 
market is quickly approaching an excessively oversold condition again. The focus of copper will probably shift 
back to the US economic condition with Industrial production and Capacity Utilization scheduled for release later 
today. The copper market will also see some reaction to US housing starts and permits data.  
 
We think the prior session's low might be a significant low especially in the wake of somewhat positive Chinese 
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economic data. However, the Ukraine situation remains a weight on the back of copper and the bull camp needs 
to see positive US data today to make the recent lows a solid value zone. Rising open interest on the washout 
and reversal yesterday might be another sign of a potential bottoming.  
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